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Interest in territorial forms of organization of production seems to be today at its peak, both among researchers and practitioners, representatives of authorities, entrepreneurs or experts involved in developing the idea. Many studies, which consider this phenomenon, are conducted by different research teams and cover various, often economically and culturally distant areas, which results in a variety of ideas.

Referring to a range of territorial forms of organization of production as the emanation of the agglomeration economies’ mechanism, we should refer to their roots, represented by the concept of industrial district, introduced by Alfred Marshall. This Author was the first who introduced this concept as a tool of explaining systematically the reasons of effectiveness, derived from the geographical proximity of enterprises. Thanks to joining together economical, social and cultural resources of a given territory inside the framework of industrial district, a new important production factor appears. This factor is an alternative to the basic production factors and from this moment – a concentration of enterprises is not only a simple geographical agglomeration of enterprises, but rather an economic and social network built on mutual interrelations.

The Marshallian concept of industrial districts has also formed a strong conceptual basis for many other models of territorial organization of production. Among the most recognizable one can indicate neomarshallian

---

industrial districts (knew also as Italian industrial districts), new industrial spaces, French concept of innovative milieux, the idea of learning regions, and finally the Porter’s concept of clusters having, however, many critical counterparts.

Finally, one of the most fruitful strands of economic though on the mechanism of territorial concentration of economic activity can be identified in the works on local production systems (LPS). Local production systems (LPS) are undoubtedly one of the most important factors of competitiveness and innovativeness. Due to their philosophy of functioning (partnership and cooperation of various types of milieux), they create a platform for joining the worlds of economy, public sector and science – hitherto isolated.

In the contemporary literature one can also find critical approach to the local production systems. It refers strongly to the cognitive aspect

---


of theirs functioning, as despite semantic similarities between definition of various territorial forms of organization of production (including LPS), they still remain ambiguous. It refers both to the basic concepts and the scale of analysis (there is no agreement to which scale geographical proximity this concept should refer). This ambiguity challenges the possibility of building grounded and internally coherent theory of local production systems and other forms of territorial organisation of production.

In this context, regional and local case studies can contribute significantly to the stock of knowledge about local production systems. However, in order to ensure their comparability and to elaborate a common “research code”, a creation and development of platforms for collaborative research is necessary.

Such research platform has been created within the framework of the project Functioning of the local production systems in the conditions of economic crisis (comparative analysis and benchmarking for the EU and beyond) (acronym FOLPSEC), financed by the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme. A project that aimed at exchange knowledge on research approaches in studying LPS, and making use of knowledge gained through the international cooperation, concentrated primarily on identifying both common features and territorial specificities of local production systems’ functioning in Bulgaria, Poland, Russia, Slovakia and Ukraine.

This book is a collection of the most empirical part of the studies conducted during this project and consists of two parts. First is devoted to the case studies of local production systems functioning in Bulgaria, Russia, and Slovakia, while the other presents the results of valuable comparative studies made in chosen cities and regions in Bulgaria, Poland, Russia, Slovakia and Ukraine. First part opens the work of K. Borseková and K. Petríková, analyzing the case of building a creative city Košice,

---


Slovakia. Its lecture can reveal that creativity as a source of future development can be a solution for some cities not only in western European and Northern American, but also in transforming economies. Similarly, writing of N. Kravchenko shows that the concept of regional innovation systems can be applied in Russian Siberia, on the basis of the geographic concentration of technological potential of Novosibirsk companies, universities and research centers.

Next three papers are the case studies of local production systems from different industries. Chapter by I. Slavova-Georgieva is a case study of Bulgarian mining cluster “Srednogorie Med” (made with the usage of widely recognizable “Porter’s diamond” method) and can be compared with the deep analysis of the environmental issues of Kuzbass coal mining area in Russia, made by Y. Tsvelodyb. First part of the monograph closes work of R. Radev on business strategies of some companies and local production systems operating in Bulgarian dairy industry.

Comparative studies being the second part of the monograph leave aside the presentation of particular LPS, but concentrate on the comparisons of the economic, social and technological conditions of their functioning. Showing the similarities and differences in the establishment and functioning of self-government in post-communist times in Poland and Russian federation, is the subject of the work conducted by M. Kaliński-Mędelska. It is followed by the comparative study of e-mail inquiries in hotels of Łódź (Poland) and Novosibirsk (Russia), as technological drivers of business trips (B. Gontar).

Another two chapters refer to the aspects of human capital development as one of key factors of the functioning of economies and local production systems as well. Paper of I. Bednarska-Wnuk is a study on the needs, attitudes and competences of the generation of youngsters (university leavers) from Łódź and Novosibirsk just before entering the labor market while work of K. Januszkewicz is an attempt to depict a more general career model of the young generation on Polish and Russian labor markets.

Last two papers also refer to the Polish-Russian comparisons. Z. Gontar presents the mapping of potential next industrial revolution clusters in Poland and Siberia within the framework of economic deindustrializa-
tion processes, and M. Marks-Krzyszkowska depicts the social and economic aspects of rural areas transformation in both countries.

The main idea of this monograph was to present the case studies and comparative studies of countries classified as part of Central and Eastern European economies. Additionally, in case of Russia, also Siberian part of this country was taken into account. In all the above countries and their cities and regions, one can identify many similarities, but also differences. Within last twenty years, all of the countries where research was made, have been transforming their economies from post-socialist into market-based. Thus, one of the axes of the comparison went naturally in this direction. The other similarity – a particular geographical location – resulted in analyzing business strategies of LPS concentrated mainly on CEE markets.

On the other hand, also many differences between these countries have been identified. Some of them can be observed on the national economies level, but undoubtedly most of them were of local and regional character – the main geographical scope of LPS studies. These studies always underline that every “territory” should be considered not only as a subject of analysis, but a variable itself, having its own historical, social and economic development trajectories. With no doubt, identifying them can contribute significantly to deepening the knowledge about local production systems functioning in this part of the world.
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